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Abstract— Radar sensing has become very popular over the
last two decades, and research has focused on high-bandwidth
and high-resolution systems. Due to the steadily increasing
center frequency of front-end circuits, on-chip antennas are the
preferred choice over PCB antennas and horn antennas when
frequencies get close to THz. However, conventional on-chip
antennas are severely limited in bandwidth, leading to increased
use of wideband and multiresonant on-chip antennas. Besides
a more complex design process of multiresonant antennas, they
have the disadvantage of a nonconstant dispersive group delay
(GD). This reduces the resolution of sensing systems, such as
the range resolution and angular resolution of a radar system.
In this work, we show how GD affects the imaging properties
of a radar system. The measured S-parameter data from a
240-GHz multiresonant antenna are used to generate synthetic
intermediate frequency (IF) signals of a rectangular array. Subsequently, simulated 3-D radar images are generated using the
backprojection algorithm. These images are compared with those
of a nondispersive imaging system. Finally, two compensation
methods using a phase correction method and an all-pass filter
are explained, and their performance is compared.
Index Terms— Antennas theory and design, array, B11HFC,
dispersion, group delay (GD), millimeter wave (mmWave), multiresonant, patch antenna, radar imaging, silicon–germanium
(SiGe)/Si technologies, terahertz (THz).

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

KEY component of millimeter-wave (mm-wave) and
THz sensing is the antenna used to transmit the front-end
signal into free-space [1]. While voltage-controlled oscillators
can offer over 30% relative tuning range in the mm-wave
spectrum [2], the system’s resolution is often limited to the
antenna’s bandwidth when using on-chip antennas [3]. While
digital postprocessing can compensate for the narrowband
properties of on-chip antennas, it can increase the noise
floor [4], [5]. In general, the metal stack of MMICs is not
suitable to realize broadband antennas. This is due to the
small distance between the top metal layer (patch) and the
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bottom metal layer (ground plane), which leads to reduced
efficiency at the front-side radiation [6] and a reduced gain
[7], [8]. The solutions to increase efficiency are manifold
and range from the off-chip ground [9], dielectric resonators
[10]–[12], nonplanar antennas [13], [14], and backside radiation techniques [15].
In this letter, we analyze a circular-polarized multiresonant
antenna with an on-chip ground plane. Multiple resonant
structures increase bandwidth and series capacitive elements
enhance the radiation efficiency (similar to [16]). This has
the advantage that no complex and additional manufacturing
processes are necessary as with the previously mentioned
approaches. The impact of the antenna’s group delay (GD) on
the image quality is analyzed while excluding the antenna’s
gain to separate one imperfection from the other.
GD analysis of antennas has been studied in other areas,
such as ultrawideband antennas for communication systems [17]–[20] and GPS applications [21]–[24]. Usual radar
calibration methods utilize reference measurements of targets
to characterize and compensate for the phase and amplitude
imperfections in single-channel [4], [5] and multiple-input
and multiple-output (MIMO) radar systems, where phase
differences and mutual coupling between antennas become
important [25]–[33].
In the following, the system model, including algorithms
(see Section II), the antenna including measurement and
simulation results (see Section III), and the imaging results
(see Section IV), is shown in detail, followed by a conclusion
in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL FOR AN FMCW MIMO R ADAR
The system model is based on an FMCW radar system
with one transmit and 16 receive antennas (SIMO), which
corresponds to two orthogonal uniform line arrays with four
transmit and receive antennas (MIMO), respectively. The
antennas are placed equally with a distance of 0.5λc . The
center frequency is 240-GHz, and the bandwidth is 40 GHz,
which corresponds to a relative bandwidth of 16.6%. The
system parameters and antenna setup are shown in Table I and
Fig. 1, respectively. The complex intermediate frequency (IF)
signal is modeled by
scIF (mTx , mRx , mk ) =

P


w A (mTx , mRx , ri )

i=1

× e− j kr (|ri −rTx |+|ri −rRx |) + N
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TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

Fig. 1. Antenna arrangement at (a) z = 0 plane and xy image plane; (b) top
view on the simulated antenna, balun, and pads and (c) realized one.

where P is the number of targets at ri , w A is the combined
radiation characteristic of the m Tx -th transmit antenna (located
at rTx ) and the m Rx -th receive antenna (located at rRx ), and N
is the additive white Gaussian noise. The discrete wavenumber
of the sampled IF signal ( f s = (1/Ts )) is given by
2π BTs
2π fc
(2)
+ mk
kr =
c0
c0 T
where the steps are given by mk = −(Mk /2), . . . , (Mk /2)−1.
A. Back-Projection Algorithm
The 3-D radar image is calculated with the backprojection algorithm [34]. Here, the voxel’s amplitude at positions
(n x , n y , n z ) is given by
  c

xIF [mTx , mRx , mk ]
A nx , n y , nz =
m Tx m Rx m k




· s∗IF,0 [m Tx , m Rx , m k ]

(3)
r0 [n x ,n y ,n z ]

where s∗IF,0 is the ideal IF signal (w A = 1 and no noise)
of a point target at r0 and xIF c is the synthetic IF signal
based on (1). To ensure a fast calculation, the calculation is
accelerated with an inverse fast Fourier transformation [35].
III. A NTENNA M EASUREMENTS
AND S IMULATION R ESULTS
The investigated antenna utilizes the on-chip ground-plane
provided by the B11HFC silicon-germanium (SiGe) metal
stack from Infineon Technologies AG. It radiates a circular
polarization (CP) into broadside direction over a bandwidth
covering roughly 220–260 GHz, where the axial ratio of the
CP declines for both directions off broadside and frequencies
at the edges of the bandwidth. The differential feeding of the
antenna is provided by the balun connected to the probing
pads [cf. Fig. 1(b) and (c)].
To characterize the angle-dependent GD of the on-chip
antenna, the spherical measurement system from [36] is used.
Since the GD characterization is very sensitive to even minor
multipath contributions and system calibration drift [21],
a waveguide-based two-port calibration assured the compensation of any GD inherent to the vector network analyzer and the
utilized frequency extenders. Furthermore, the error-two-port
of the utilized on-chip probe was measured by on-wafer calibration standards to compensate for its additional GD. Finally,

Fig. 2.
Measured and simulated GD for different elevation angles θ
at ϕ = 0◦ .

the GD was measured with an open-ended waveguide acting
as a receive antenna, which was placed at a distance of about
140 mm from the on-chip antenna radiating into free space.
The measurement method used here is similar to [37].
To reduce the disturbing effect of multipath, both the on-chip
probe and the receiving waveguide flange were covered in mmwave absorbers, and the receiver mismatch was compensated
by a 15-dB attenuator, as described in [21]. Also, first-order
reflections reverse the CP from RHCP to LHCP. Therefore,
the contribution of probe reflections to the GD measurement
is reduced. Finally, the GD shown in Fig. 2 was obtained by
superimposing the transmission coefficients of two orthogonal
polarizations
S21,θ − j S21,ϕ
√
(4)
S21,RHCP =
2
and time-gating the calculated S21,RHCP with a hamming window of 288-ps length. Generally, the measured and simulated
GDs are very comparable for different elevation angles θ , and
however, a frequency shift of 5 GHz between simulation and
measurement can be observed.
A. GD Modeling
The GD is determined via the partial derivative of the phase
of S21 with respect to the frequency [38, p. 64]
∂φ(S21 )
.
(5)
τGD = −
2π · ∂ f
The measured and direction-dependent GDs (see Fig. 2) are
added to the synthetic IF signal [see (1)] using
c
xIF,GD
[m Tx , m Rx , m k ] =

P


scIF [m Tx , m Rx , m k ]

i=1

· e j φ(S21,Tx,i ) · e j φ(S21,Rx,i )

(6)
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Fig. 4. Spectrum in (a) range and (b) cross-range direction. (a) z-axis for
x = 0 and y = 0. (b) x-axis for y = 0 and z = z Target .

arbitrary GD filter is used, which utilizes an iterative optimization procedure to enhance the phase response error [40].
The general form of an all-pass filter is given by



M
N

z −1 − dk  z −1 − ck z −1 − ck∗


 (8)
Ha p (z) =
1 − dk z −1 k=1 1 − ck z −1 1 − ck∗ z −1
k=1
where dk and ck denote the real- and complex-valued poles,
respectively. The input of the all-pass filter is the Fourier
transform of (6). Hereby, the sample points of the IF signal
will be shifted with respect to the corresponding RF signal.
The all-pass filter will delay the IF frequency components and
increase the target’s distance proportional to the filter order
of 14, which can be compensated using a shift operation.
IV. I MAGING R ESULTS

Fig. 3.
Radar images along a horizontal cross section (left) and cross
range (right) without, with, and with compensated GD. (a) xz plane (ideal).
(b) xy plane (ideal). (c) xz plane (with GD). (d) xy plane (with GD).
(e) xz plane (with GD and all-pass compensation). (f) xy plane (with GD and
all-pass compensation).

where φ(S21,Tx,i ) and φ(S21,Rx,i ) contain the angle-dependent
phase of the S-parameter of target i .
B. Phase Correction
In (6), the impact of the GD is modeled by multiplying
an exponential term to the ideal IF signal. To compensate for
the GD, the simulation data of the GD is multiplied to the
disturbed IF signal using

V. C ONCLUSION

c
c
x̂IF,GD
[m Tx , m Rx , m k ] = xIF,GD
[m Tx , m Rx , m k ]

· e−2 j ·φ(S21,B )

In this section, the effect of the GD with radar images
is shown. Here, three point targets at (θ, φ) = (0◦ , 0◦ ),
(30◦ , 0◦ ), and (−45◦ , −45◦ ) are used, and cut planes are
shown. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show the ideal case with a constant
GD and an ideal antenna gain (w A = 1). In Fig. 3(c) and 3(d),
the GD is added and the pulses are spread. Fig. 3(e) and (f)
shows the corrected radar images by using an all-pass filter.
Hereby, the image quality is improved significantly. The radar
images of the phase correction method [see (7)] are practically
indistinguishable from the all-pass results (see Fig. 4). Fig. 4
shows the cutting line at x = y = 0 in (a) and at y = 0,
z = z target in (b). The GD spreads the −6- and −20-dB
pulsewidth from 3.74 and 6.23 mm to 4.11 and 10.72 mm,
respectively. With both correction methods, this can be
compensated so that the ideal case is almost achieved.

(7)

where φ(S21,B ) contains the phase of the S21 S-parameter in
broadside direction. The method is very similar to the Hilberttransform-based method presented in [4].
C. All-Pass Filter
All-pass filters compensate for the delay of different frequency components while maintaining a constant amplitude [39]. Here, MATLAB’s DSP System Toolbox with the

In this letter, we showed how the GD of a multiresonant,
circularly polarized on-chip antenna affects the imaging quality. On the one hand, the GD generates sidelobes, and on the
other hand, it spreads the main lobes. The correction methods
presented include a phase correction term and filtering with
an all-pass, both applied directly to the IF signal. Significant
improvements are obtained with both procedures, even though
the correction is performed with the broadside GD data.
For imaging far off broadside direction, an angle-dependent
GD compensation should be applied in the backprojection
algorithm.
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